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Abstract
Let M be a closed, orientable surface of genus >2. For a train track τ on M , Takarajima (this
volume) presents a property for a curve called quasi-transversality, which is the combinatorial
analogue of geodesicity. On the universal covering D2 of M , a geodesic has limit points at the ideal
boundary ∂D2, so does an infinite quasi-transverse curve. We study them in relation with D2 and
represent the ideal boundary as the set of equivalent classes of infinite quasi-transverse curves.
An automatic structure for the mapping class group of M is constructed by Mosher (1995), where
only one calculating step is left inexplicit. The study here enables us to cover this step. In doing this,
we classify infinite quasi-transverse triangles. All procedures are combinatorial. Ó 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [5], the author defined a property of curves on a surface, called quasi-transversality,
in relation to a fixed train track. A quasi-transverse curve is a combinatorial analogue of
a geodesic. Although the study there was mainly on finite curves, quasi-transversality is
defined on infinite curves as it is a local property. In this paper, we study infinite quasi-
transverse curves, in particular, in relation to the Poincaré disk D2. We will see that any
infinite curve has a unique limit point on the boundary of D2 (Theorem 3.5) and that two
curves have the same limit point if and only if they almost coincide at their infinite ends
(Proposition 3.7). We can furthermore decide whether two given curves have the same
limit and can construct curves with a given limit. All such procedures are combinatorial.
In the latter half, we classify a triangle with vertices on ∂D2 (Propositions 4.2 and 4.3). It
contributes to an explicit construction of an automatic structure for the mapping class group
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MCG(M) of a closed, orientable surface M . [2] explicitly constructed such a structure for
a surface with a basepoint and extended it to a surface without a basepoint, explicitly except
only one step of calculating some number. Section 4.2 presents a method to calculate it,
complementing the construction (Theorem 4.6).
2. Preliminaries
Let M be a closed, orientable surface with genus greater than one. We choose and fix
a hyperbolic metric on M and take the Poincaré disk D2 as its universal covering. We fix
a complete, shiftless train track τ and its barycentric subdivision once and for all. 0-cells
and 1-cells means those of this barycentric subdivision. In this paper, a curve means a
sequence of 1-cells. A curve is called quasi-transverse to τ (abbreviated “qt”) when it
does not change direction at vertex or capillary barycenters and never spans a bigon with
arcs in τ where it traverses a face. In many places, 1-cells and curves are considered to be
oriented, depending on the context. Any other terms are taken from [5]. (In particular, a
total lift means a lift, not all lifts, of an infinite iteration of a closed curve.) We also use the
results there, especially Sections 4 and 5 of it.
The term infinite qt curve is used for both half infinite and bi-infinite sequences of
1-cells, while mainly for half infinite ones.
3. The limit of an infinite qt curve
In Section 3.1, we prove the existence of the unique limit in ∂D2 of a (half) qt curve. The
proof also tells us that the set of limits reached from a 1-cell (or, a point with a direction)
in D2 contracts to a point as we travel quasi-transversely. The readers are referred to [4]
where similar idea appears. In Section 3.2, we see that two qt curves have the same limit
only in particular situations. The end of the section remarks on a construction of an infinite
qt curve connecting given two points.
3.1. L- or R-tending qt curves and the existence of the limit
Definition 3.1. A qt curve is L-tending (or R-tending) when it goes the most left- (or
right-)hand keeping its quasi-transversality. Given a 1-cell c, the infinite L-tending (or
R-tending) curve beginning from c is determined uniquely, which is denoted by Lc (or Rc).
We have some direct observations as follows. An L-tending (or R-tending) curve has no
bigon on its right (or left) side from its shape. An L-tending curve and an R-tending curve
initiating from 1-cells with the same initial 0-cell intersect at most once, making only one
unit bigon. An L-tending (or R-tending) curve keeps to be τ -transverse or τ -tangential after
its initial 1-cell. Since τ is a finite complex, a travel of certain length along an L-tending (or
R-tending) curve leads to iteration of a certain closed curve on M . Hence Lc (or Rc) has a
unique limit point on ∂D2. The total lift of such a closed curve is a bi-infinite L-tending (or
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R-tending) curve, which we call the extension of the original curve. Note that a bi-infinite
L-tending curve is the extension of itself, hence if two bi-infinite curves have a common
subarc going one cycle of such an iteration, then they coincide.
A pair of L-tending or R-tending curves have a common limit point only when their
iteration parts represent iterations of the same covering transformation of M . Taking the
l.c.m., we know that their extensions intersect infinitely many times, which is impossible
from above observation, or never intersect, or otherwise, coincide. If these extensions
do not coincide, then they span a infinite bigon which is a total lift of an annulus or a
Möbius band. Such situations are studied in [5] and we can easily see that such a bigon
is a monotone alignment of prong pieces (Fig. 1). In particular, an infinite bigon with an
L-tending curve on its left side and an R-tending on its right side is impossible, hence the
limits of Lc and Rc do not coincide. On the other hand, we can see that Lc ∩ Rc = {c}.
Hence we can define the domain which is bounded by Lc and Rc .
Definition 3.2. D2 (or D2, depending on the context) bounded by Lc (on the left side) and
Rc (on the right side) is called the sector Sc defined by c.
From the observations above, we know that if a 1-cell c appears before another 1-cell c′
in a qt curve X, then Sc ⊃ Sc′ . Conversely, any 0-cell in Sc is traversed by some qt curve
initiating from c (it suffices to take a qt curve connecting the 0-cell and the terminal 0-cell
of c). Hence,
Lemma 3.3. The set of 0-cells in Sc equals the set of those reached (by some qt curve)
from c.
Studying boundaries of sectors (Fig. 2), we also see that:
Lemma 3.4. ∂D2 is the union of the boundaries of the sectors defined by the 1-cells
initiating at any given 0-cell e; ∂D2 = Sc1 ∪ · · · ∪ Scn |∂D2 where c1, . . . , cn are the 1-
cells with the initial point e. Similarly, Sc|∂D2 = Sc1 ∪ · · · ∪ Scn |∂D2 where c1, . . . , cn are
the 1-cells following c quasi-transversely.
Hence, for any pair of a 0-cell e ∈ D2 and a point p ∈ ∂D2, there exists an infinite qt
curve X such that p ∈ Sc for any 1-cell c⊂X.
The main result of this section is the next theorem.
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Theorem 3.5. For any infinite qt curve X, there exists a unique limit point p ∈ ∂D2 of X.
In addition, Sci → p. In particular, for any p ∈ ∂D2, there exists an infinite qt curve X
such that X→ p.
Proof. In this proof, D2 is considered to be the unit 1-ball in the Euclidean plane E and
neighborhoods of points on ∂D2 are those in E, while ones for points inside D2 are those
in the hyperbolic metric of D2.
First observe that there are only finite combinatorial types of sectors. That is, there exists
a finite set of sectors such that any sector is obtained from a sector in the set by a covering
transformation.
Given a sector Sc , we take the extension of Lc , whose iteration part represents a covering
transformation γ . We take a halfHL of the axis of γ , from an arbitrarily fixed point towards
the limit point limLc. Since the extension and the axis are invariant under γ , we can set a
distance dL so that Lc is included in the dL-neighborhood of HL (Fig. 3).
We next take the (bi-infinite) geodesic gc connecting limLc and limRc and set a distance
d ′L so that the d ′L-neighborhood of gc includes HL (Fig. 3). (We can do it because two
geodesic curves come closer and closer in going to the same limit point.)
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Similar discussion for Rc leads us to a distance dc such that Lc ∪ Rc is included in
the dc-neighborhood of gc. We do this for all combinatorial types of sectors, obtaining a
distance d which works as above for any sector.
Next, since sectors Sci defined by the 1-cells ci of X make a monotone decreasing
sequence in inclusion, if they do not converge to a point on ∂D2, there are two accumulation
points pL and pR where the limit points limLci converge to pL and similarly for pR ;⋂
Sci |∂D2 equals the subarc of ∂D2 between pL and pR . We take the geodesic g
connecting pL and pR . Then gci → g on the Euclidean plane E. We take sufficiently small
neighborhoods NL and NR of pL and pR , respectively, and rather small neighborhoods
ML and MR . For sufficiently large i, gci is included in the band between g and the
geodesic gM connecting the “outer” boundaries of ML and MR (Fig. 4). Let G denote
the d-neighborhood of this band. From the discussion above, Lc ∪Rc ⊂G for sufficiently
large i . Hence X ⊂G except a finite prefix.
Since G− (NL ∪NR) is a finite domain on D2 and X does not return to the same place
(since there is no monogon),X is included in either one of NL orNR except a finite prefix.
(Hence X converges to a single point.)
Suppose that, for example, X ⊂ NL after a finite prefix. Rci is a qt curve going from
NL to NR and traversing G− (NL ∪NR). Since Rci varies monotonously, there exists a
number i such that Rck ∩ (G− (NL ∪NR)) are the same for any k > i . Then Rck intersects
Rci inside NL and hence at a 0-cell on a finite subarc of Rci . United with the subarc of X
from ci+1 to ck , they bound a bigon b, which is on the left side of Rci (Fig. 4). It contradicts
the observation made after Definition 3.1. Hence Sci |∂D2 converges to a point p on ∂D2;⋂
Sci |∂D2 = p.
Finally, we take a small neighborhood Np and rather smaller one Mp of p. For
sufficiently large i , limLci and limRci are included inMp . Then Sci−Np is a finite domain
on D2 and hence X and Sci are eventually included in Np . Thus X→ p and Sci → p. 2
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3.2. Infinite qt curves with a common limit
We begin with a lemma used frequently in the following.
Lemma 3.6. A triangle T bounded by two trainpaths and a qt curve which is τ -transverse
at both of its endpoints is a union of two (or possibly one) monotone alignment of prong
pieces.
Proof. The argument here is similar to the one in [5, Section 5]. Making the double of T
along the τ -transverse curve, we see T only includes prong pieces. The alignment of them
on the curve is bounded by the trainpaths and hence is the shape as claimed (Fig. 5). 2
In the following, we study the situation where two infinite qt curves have the same limit
point. We classify the cases into three types.
(I) Two infinite qt curves initiating at the same point p ∈ D2 have the same limit and
they never intersect except p.
(II) Two infinite qt curves initiating at different points on D2 have the same limit and
they never intersect.
(III) The general case, which is a combination of above cases.
We will have a necessary and sufficient condition for two curves to define the same limit
on ∂D2.
Proposition 3.7. Two infinite qt curves have the same limit if and only if they eventually
come to parts which coincide or differ by a chain of unit bigons or a monotone alignment
of prong pieces.
Before studying the cases, we make an observation.
Lemma 3.8. If a qt curve X satisfies limX = limRc for some 1-cell c⊂X, then the suffix
of X after c coincides Rc. Similarly for Lc .
Proof. If there is a 1-cell c′ 6⊂ Rc , Rc′ is disjoint from Rc , for a R-tending curve does
not have a bigon on its left side. limX = limRc implies then limRc′ = limRc. This is
impossible because such two R-tending curves bound a monotone chain of unit bigons
or a monotone alignment of prong pieces, which contradicts to the R-tendency of one
curve. 2
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Definition 3.9. Two infinite qt curves X and Y which intersect only at the common
basepoint p are said to part properly at p if there is no bigon whose one side makes a
prefix of X (or Y ) and the other side includes the initial 1-cell c of Y (or X, respectively)
(Fig. 6).
If such a bigon exists, the b-move of X (or Y ) leads to a cancellation of a prefixes of
these curves.
Now we go into each case.
(I) X and Y intersect only at the common basepoint p and limX = limY . (They make a
“half” infinite bigon.)
If their parting at p is improper, we make a b-move and cancel the superimposed
prefixes. We repeat this, then we (a) can repeat endlessly or (b) reach a proper parting.
If (a), the infinite bigon is a chain of unit bigons. If (b), suppose that X is the left side
of the infinite bigon. Rc, where c is the first 1-cell of X, does not intersect Y and hence
limRc = limX. From Lemma 3.8, X coincides Rc hence is R-tending. Similarly, Y is
L-tending. Then their extensions bound a monotone alignment of prong pieces. So do X
and Y after a finite prefixes. Next we see how their prefixes are situated. Suppose that X is
the τ -tangential side of the alignment. Then X is a trainpath after c because it is R-tending
and has no 1/2 forms. Y is τ -transverse after its first 1-cell. Consider the first trainpath t
emanating from X and going into the infinite bigon. t clips from the finite prefix a triangle
T as considered in Lemma 3.6. Then we can see that the domain clipped from the infinite
bigon by t is a monotone alignment of prong pieces. The remainder is the domain bounded
by t and prefixes of X and Y . It is itself a piece from a single face, hence is either a 1/6
piece, a 1/2 piece or a prong piece (Fig. 7).
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Thus we have:
Lemma 3.10. Two curves which have the same limit and part properly are in position as
indicated in Fig. 7.
As a corollary, there are no infinite monogon on D2.
(II) X and Y are disjoint and limX = limY .
Let p,q denote the basepoint of X,Y , respectively. We take a finite qt curve K
connecting p to q and try to modify the badness of connection of K and Y . It is done
in the same manner as in [5, Section 4]. The only difference is that one curve is infinite, so
“pushing” to inside or “collapsing” prong pieces might require an infinite change on that
curve. Such a change is a move from one side of a monotone alignment of prong pieces
to the other side. The resulting curve Z is based at p and limX = limZ, which is studied
in (I). If Z eventually coincides Y , then the case is similar to (I). If Z differs from Y by a
monotone alignment and constitutes the τ -transverse side of the alignment (Fig. 8), then
Z eventually coincides X, for otherwise X and Z are of the case (I) (after some prefixes)
and Z has to clip prong pieces on both its sides, which is impossible. If Z constitutes
the trainpath side of the alignment, then Z eventually coincides X or differs a monotone
alignment of prong pieces as seen in (I), in which case X differs from Y by a monotone
chain of unit bigons. Thus in this case (II), the difference of X and Y is eventually a chain
of unit bigons or a monotone alignment of prong pieces.
Similar argument shows that a bi-infinite bigon bounded by X and Y is a monotone
alignment of prong pieces or a union of two components of the case (I) (Fig. 9).
Thus we can identify a point of ∂D2 with a equivalence class of infinite qt curves where
the equivalence relation is defined by Proposition 3.7.
Given two infinite qt curves X,Y based at p, we make b-moves and cancellations on
them, first move both of them to as right as possible and cancel the superimposed prefixes,
second move them to as left as possible and cancel again. If the result is not cancellation
of whole curves, there remain two curves with a proper parting. Then, if whole curves
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are cancelled or the remaining curves are in position as above (I), their limits coincide.
Otherwise, their limits do not coincide. Thus we can decide whether given two curves are
equivalent.
Given a point on ∂D2 as an infinite qt curveX based at p ∈D2, and given a point p′ 6= p
(on D2 or possibly on ∂D2) as a (possibly infinite) qt curve Y based at p, we can construct
an (possibly bi-)infinite curve connecting p′ and limX. This is straightforward if p′ ∈D2.
If p′ ∈ ∂D2, we first check limX 6= limY as above, obtaining their proper parting. Then it
is handled similarly.
Given two infinite curves X based at p and Y based at p′, we can construct Y ′ based at
p and with the limit limY , hence can decide whether limX = limY .
Thus we can decide whether two points on ∂D2 given as an infinite qt curves are the
same or not.
4. Triplet of points on ∂D2
4.1. Triangles in D2
In this section we study the shape of a (possibly infinite) triangle made by qt curves. We
are particularly interested in triangles constructed from three points on ∂D2. For simplicity,
we consider a triangle which is “minimal” in the sense that it cannot be moved to its inside
by b-moves or by other replacement of infinite curves with the same limits. First we study
a finite triangle and regard an infinite triangle as a union of finite triangle and alignments
of monotone prong pieces, as seen in the following.
Lemma 3.6 presents the shape (“T ”) of a certain type of a triangle. Here we add one
more shape (“B”).
Lemma 4.1. A qt triangle B , with one trainpath edge t and two qt edges which are τ -
transverse at the intersections with t , consists of a Λ piece, possibly a bigon and one or
two monotone alignments of prong pieces (Fig. 10).
Proof. We set B so that t is horizontal and makes the upper edge. If the other edges permit
b-moves to the inside, we perform them and cancel the superimposed subarcs. Then we
see if there is a trainpath from t going into the interior of B . If there is no such trainpath, t
is contained in a single face and so is B . Then B is a Λ piece. If there is such a trainpath,
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it clips a triangle T from B , on the (say) right upper corner, which is of the form in
Lemma 3.6. We take the maximal one. If there is another such one on the left upper corner,
we also take the maximal one. After these corners are truncated, we obtain a Λ piece. 2
In studying a finite triangle on D2, we had better take the minimized one, in relation to
b-moves. We make b-moves on the edges in turn, cancelling superimposed subarcs. Then
we have a triangle whose edges do not allow b-moves to the inside.
Proposition 4.2. A (non-degenerate) finite triangle D on D2 which allows no b-moves of
its edges to intD is one of the shapes listed in Fig. 11. (Ignore the∞ types, which are for
the infinite case.)
Proof. If no trainpath traverses intD, D is contained in a single face and is one in (iv).
If any trainpath inside D is τ -transverse at ∂D, such a trainpath clips a shape B of
Lemma 4.1 and some more detailed argument shows that D allows b-moves, contradicting
the hypothesis.
Now set D so that its edges are the upper horizontal one X, the left one Y and the right
one Z. We may suppose that a trainpath emanates fromX which is τ -tangential and points
towards left at X. It reaches Y and clips the upper left corner. We take the minimal one H ,
clipped by a trainpath t . Then if H contains a trainpath in its interior, the only possibility
is that it emanates from t and goes to right-upper direction. But such a situation leads to a
b-move of Y . Hence H does not contain a trainpath and is contained in a single face. Such
a shape is a 1/2, 1/6 or prong piece.
If there is also a trainpath from X to Z, it clips the upper right corner. The minimal
clipped piece is also a 1/2, 1/6 or prong piece. After both upper corner are truncated, D
becomes a shape B of Lemma 4.2 without bigon parts. Then D is one in (i).
If there is no trainpath from X to Z, then X is a trainpath except at the upper left corner.
Let w be the common endpoint of X and Z. If there is a trainpath which initiates at w
and (possibly goes along X or Z for some length and) goes inside, it makes a shape T
of Lemma 3.6 with t above. We take the maximal one. After truncating it and H , the
remainder (on the bottom corner) must be contained in a single face, which is known
by some more detailed argument. If there is no such trainpath, after truncating H , the
remainder has to be also contained in a single face. In each case, D is one in (ii) if Z is
τ -transverse at w, and D is one in (iii) if Z is τ -tangential at w. 2
Next we consider a triplet of disjoint points on ∂D2, construct three infinite qt curves
whose limits are these points and consider a possibly degenerate infinite triangle made by
curves. We take such curves as inside as possible. That is, if p,q, r is the points in a triplet,
we take, among curves connecting p and q , the one which is the nearest to r . The obtained
triangle is “minimal” in the sense that its edges cannot be moved inside by b-moves or by
replacement by another curve with the same endpoints. It might be degenerated to a point,
or further turned over to be a “minus area” triangle.
If the obtained triangle is a finite one, it is classified in Proposition 4.2. If it has infinite
ends, then such an end is a monotone alignment of prong pieces or a chain of unit bigons,
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as seen in Section 3. But the latter contradicts that we took the most inside curves. In the
former case, if the alignment is monotone increasing one (i.e., the sides are L-tending and
R-tending), then the curve making its τ -transverse side can be replaced by another curve
more inside, which goes along its trainpath side. (It is easily shown by seeing pieces on
the original curve. See Fig. 12.) Hence such situation does not occur in our hypothesis. If
the alignment is monotone decreasing one, we can truncate it by replacing its τ -transverse
side by an R-tending or L-tending arc. Then we reduce to a finite triangle. We only have to
see which finite triangle can be obtained by such a truncation, and where to add such
a truncated part to reconstruct the original triangle. This is indicated in Fig. 11 as ∞
parts.
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If the triangle is degenerated to a point or minus area, we see the partings where pairs
of two curve ends with the same limit intersect. We classify the cases according to the
discussion in the case (I) of Section 3 and finally have the possible cases, listed in Fig. 13,
where the limits are indicated by arrows. The details are very bothering and routine, so
omitted here. We use the hypothesis that each curve is the most inside and the corollary
that there is no infinite monogon.
Thus we have:
Proposition 4.3. A minimal triangle on D2 is one in the list Fig. 11 or Fig. 13.
4.2. Curves associated to triangles and an automatic structure ofMCG(M)
In this section, we see a method which calculates some bounding number and
complement the construction in [2, Section 6] of an automatic structure ofMCG(M). We
give several simple closed curves whose limits define a “fundamental domain” introduced
in [2, 6.1 or 6.2]. To see that they define a fundamental domain, we need to determine
a point in D2 in a certain position with respect to a given triplet of points on ∂D2. Then
the result in Section 4.1 works. (Determination of such a point from D2 corresponds to
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that of a representative element ofMCG(M,∗) from a given element ofMCG(M).) The
calculation of the bounding number is then almost straightforward.
First let us recall the Mosher’s construction. In [2], an explicit automatic structure of
MCG(M,∗) is constructed using ideal triangulations based at ∗. An element ofMCG(M)
is regarded as an orbit of the action of pi1(M,∗) onMCG(M,∗). Then it is proved to be
sufficient to select a representative(s) out of each orbit appropriately, in a specified sense.
This selection is done using fundamental domains.
In [2], T denotes the set of triplets of distinct points on ∂D2. A fundamental domain
of T is a compact subset of T which covers all over T under the action of pi1(M,∗). (It
is not required to be minimal.) For each ideal triangulation δ, a fundamental domain Cδ
is constructed equivariantly with the action ofMCG(M,∗). Fixing an element ξ ∈ T , the
selection in the last paragraph is done as: select a representative ideal triangulation(s) δ
with ξ ∈ Cδ , out of the pi1-class (i.e., orbit) of δ. Appropriately constructed fundamental
domains induce an automatic structure.
The construction of Cδ uses intervals on ∂D2 whose endpoints come from an ideal
triangulation. The infinite iteration of an (oriented) ideal arc has a limit on ∂D2. Let
J be a (possibly degenerated) interval bounded by the limits of two ideal arc of an
ideal triangulation δ′, and i = 1,2 or 3 be an index. The cylinder derived from i, J is
the subset of T which consists of the triplets each having its ith entry on J . [2] says
that if each fundamental domain Cδ is a Boolean combination of cylinders, and if the
ideal triangulations incident to the cylinders are inside a bounded distance k(δ) from δ
(the distance is measured by the deforming process stated there), then such a system of
fundamental domains induces an automatic structure. This bounding number k(δ) is the
one in question in this section.
Of course the Boolean combination above must results in a closed (hence compact) set.
[2] adopts such a combination that induces a fundamental domain Cδ of the form: the basic
intervals (J ) are open; for any triplet in Cδ , any pair of two entries of it are not included
in the same interval. There, some choice of intervals is presented and the existence of
a bound k(δ) is proved, but not effectively. In the following, we choose another set of
intervals which enables an effective computation of k(δ).
Consider a set I = {i1, . . . , in} of dividing points on ∂D2 and divide ∂D2 into open
components. Uniting two adjacent components with the intermediate point, we obtain an
open interval. We do this for every pair, obtaining intervals J1, . . . , Jn. Like above, we
consider a triplet any pair of whose entries are not included in the same interval Jj . The
domain CI consisting of such triplets is compact. If I ⊂ I ′, then CI ⊂ CI ′ , hence the
property being a fundamental domain is preserved under adding dividing points (recall that
fundamental domains here are not required to be minimal). Note that, a triplet (p, q, r) is
in CI if and only if each component of ∂D2− {p,q, r} contains at least one component of
∂D2 − I . If there are at least two dividing points between a pair of points (on a specified
side) on ∂D2, including the case they coincide, we say that the pair are separated twice by
(the dividing points in) I . In the following we will construct a set I such that, for a given
triplet, one can find a transform of I (by the action of pi1(M,∗)) which separates any pair
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of the triplet twice. We then further require the dividing points ij in I to be limit points of
(oriented) simple closed curves Kj on M .
Before constructing I , let us see the construction of Cδ using I , or Kj . For
each combinatorial class of ideal triangulations, choose and fix a representative ideal
triangulation. We construct Cδ for such an ideal triangulation δ and extend them
equivariantly. Now suppose that δ is given. Each Kj above is contained in some ideal
triangulation δ′ and the distance d(δ, δ′) is calculated. Let k(δ) be the maximal distance
taken over allKj , and consider all ideal triangulations inside this distance. Let I ′ ⊃ I be the
set of the limit points of all (oriented) ideal arcs in these triangulations. It can be checked,
for example using Section 3, how the points in I ′ are ordered on ∂D2. Then we can find
how to combine cylinders to make CI ′ . Thus we have a fundamental domain Cδ = CI ′ .
Now we construct I . The following construction of I applies to any complete, shiftless
train track τ while that of Kj might require some more condition on τ . However, from the
viewpoint of constructing an automatic structure, it is a problem of explanation and has
nothing to do with the conclusion. First we set a path on M from the basepoint ∗ to each
face barycenter. Then take a lift ∗˜ of ∗ on D2 and lifts of these paths from ∗˜, obtaining lifts
of face barycenters. These faces on D2 are called basic faces.
Now, for each face f on D2, we take the following faces (Fig. 14). (a) For each prong
p of f , take a face (any one will do) with a prong p′ which is on the opposite side of p.
(b) Take all faces the interior of one of whose edges has a common point with f at a vertex
barycenter (including the endpoints of the edges of f ). Then we take a curve (consisting of
two 1-cells) inside each of such faces, as follows. For (a), take a curve connecting the vertex
which p′ belongs to, to the opposite edge. For (b), take the curve from the intersection to
the opposite vertex. Note that these assignments are combinatorial, hence are done for
faces on M .
Definition 4.4. Such curves as above are called associated to the face.
Consider the sectors defined by the curves associated to the basic faces. We take two
limit points in each of these sectors as dividing points ij , and let I be the set of these
points. Then I induces a fundamental domain, as seen in the following.
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We take a face f for each minimal triangle as indicated in Fig. 11. (For (i) or (ii), take
the face where the Λ piece locates. For (iii), take one of the faces making the upper right
corner η. For (iv) and degenerate cases, take the face where such a shape locates.) Then we
take the associated curves for such a face and consider the sectors defined by them. Then,
with Lemma 3.10, it is easily seen:
Lemma 4.5. If a minimal triangle is defined by a triplet of limit points, these points are
separated on ∂D2 by the sectors defined by the curves associated to (any) face taken from
the triangle as above.
For example, see Fig. 15. In particular, the set I above is, after transformed by some
covering transformation (i.e., an action of pi1(M,∗)), separates the triplet points twice (i.e.,
at least two points between each pair from the triplet).
To take a simple closed curve Kj whose limit point is ij , we have to take ij more
carefully. Suppose we are given a basic face f . For each associated curve A, we take the
leftmost 1-cell and the rightmost one which follow A quasi-transversely. For each such
1-cell c we take Lc and Rc and construct a bi-infinite qt curve X connecting their limits.
X is obtained by modifying the badness at the joint of Lc and Rc, hence has iteration parts
on both ends. Then we construct a qt arc K crossing X at such an iteration part so that
the sector defined by K is included in the sector Sc (Fig. 16). If τ has a nice property (for
example, one like as stated below), K can be taken so that it is simple closed on M . Let
ij be the limit point of the total lift of K . Then we connect the initial point of K and ∗˜ by
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a path and conjugate (the projection onto M of) K by this path, obtaining a simple closed
curveKj on M .
If the train track τ fixed as a standard comes from the polygonal decomposition derived
from the standard representation of pi1(M),
〈a, b, c, d, . . . , y, z | [aba−1b−1] · · · [yzy−1z−1]〉,
τ works well for above argument. We take the polygonal decomposition of M coming
from the generators, smoothing so that a and b are on one side of the only vertex and other
capillaries are on the other side (Fig. 17). Next we make it complete by adding capillaries
(arbitrarily). The obtained train track τ has two iteration sequence, namely ac and bz. For
each of them, there is a simple closed curve crossing it and working as K above.
In a very strict sense of an automatic structure, there is one more point to be cleared for
an explicit construction, concerning the fellow traveler constant. Usually, this constant does
not need to be specified as noted in [1, Convention 2.3.7], but in a strict sense, it should
be specified in order to be explicit. See the proofs for [1, Theorems 2.3.4 and 2.3.5]. For
this point, the discussion in [2, 6.1] is like the following. Consider two pi1-classes with
distance at most one. This means that there are two representative ideal triangulations δ
and δ′ such that d(δ, δ′) 6 1. On the other hand, there are two representatives δˆ and δˆ′
which are selected to make the automatic structure constructed in [2], with ξ ∈ C
δˆ
, C
δˆ′ . If
we know the distance d(δˆ, δˆ′), we know a fellow traveler constant for words representing δˆ
and δˆ′ in the explicitly constructed automatic structure forMCG(M,∗). C
δˆ
∩C
δˆ′ 6= ∅ and
this property as well as the distance d is equivariant withMCG(M,∗). Then it turns out
that we only have to consider ideal triangulations δ, one from each combinatorial classes,
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and δˆ′ belonging to the pi1-class of δ′, where d(δ, δ′) 6 1 and Cδ ∩ Cδˆ′ 6= ∅. Since there
are only finitely many such δ and δ′, if a bound for d(δ, δˆ′) is given, a (universal) fellow
traveller constant for the automatic structure constructed above is known. [2] proved the
existence of this bound from the fact that pi1(M,∗) acts on T properly discontinuously,
but not computed it effectively. In the following, we see that such a bound is effectively
computed. In fact, we compute, for any given pair of ideal triangulations δ and δ′, possible
representatives δˆ′ of the pi1-class of δ′ with Cδ ∩ Cδˆ′ 6= ∅. Then a bound for distances is
directly computed.
Let us be given ideal triangulations δ and δ′. We compute candidates for a representative
δˆ′ with Cδ ∩ Cδˆ′ 6= ∅, from the pi1-class of δ′. In our context, each fundamental domain
Cγ is specified by a set I ′ = Iγ of limit points. Since this set is given equivariantly
with MCG(M,∗) and is given by closed curves, we know the set Iγ for any ideal
triangulation γ . Note also that we can refer to a representative γˆ from the pi1-class of
γ , by specifying a lift ∗γ of ∗ (hence specifying a covering transformation).
Let us calculate first an upper bound b for distances (measured by, for example, the
number of 1-cells) from ∗˜ to bi-infinite qt curves connecting two adjacent points in Iδ′ .
Then, given an interval V ⊂ ∂D2 including an interval (p, q), we can specify a domainNV
of D2 where the lift ∗
δˆ′ of ∗ is included in order for Iδˆ′ to separate (p, q) twice (i.e., Iδˆ′ has
at least two points in (p, q), including the endpoints). For example, we take the domain
NV whose boundary is in distance b from the bi-infinite qt curve connecting the two points
of ∂V . See Fig. 18(i). The boundary can be computed effectively.
On the other hand, Cδ is a union of finite number of elementary fundamental domains
Cδs , where s = ((l1,m1), . . . , (l3,m3)) indicates a 6-tuple of limit points from Iδ , and
(li,mi) is a pair of adjacent points in Iδ . See Fig. 18(i). A triplet (p, q, r) is included in
Cδs if and only if each component of ∂D2 − {p,q, r} contains the open interval (li,mi):
(p, q) contains (l1,m1), (q, r) contains (l2,m2) and (r,p) contains (l3,m3). Then (p, q)
has to be included in the interval V =m3l1m1l2. Hence, if Cδˆ′ intersects with Cδs , ∗δˆ′ must
be included in the domain NV =N1s . Similar argument about (q, r) and (r,p) shows that
∗
δˆ′ must be included in the intersectionNs ofNis . Fig. 18(ii) says thatNs is a finite domain
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and can be computed effectively. Thus, the lifts of ∗ inside N =⋃Ns , where the union is
taken over all 6-tuples as above, represent candidates for δˆ′ (expressed as ∗
δˆ′ ), as required.
As a consequence:
Theorem 4.6. An automatic structure for the mapping class groupMCG(M) of a closed
orientable surface M can be explicitly constructed.
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